Record of Issue of License to Marry

District of Kauai
County of Kauai

License Issued by: Kauai, Date of License: July 16, 1973

Name of Male: Oyadomari Senko Age: 36 Bachelor
Nationality: Japanese Residence: Lihue, Kauai
Name of Father: Senko Oyadomari Maiden Name of Mother: Furue Takashi
Race: Japanese Race: Japanese
Birthplace of Father: Hawaii Birthplace of Mother: Hawaii
Name of Female: Iwami Hanaogi Age: 37 Divorced
Nationality: Japanese Residence: Lihue, Kauai
Name of Father: Jokaku Iwami Maiden Name of Mother: Kawai Kane
Race: Japanese Race: Japanese
Birthplace of Father: Hawaii Birthplace of Mother: Hawaii
Names of Witnesses: Fukuchi, H. Oyadomari
Place of Marriage: Kapalua, Kauai
Ceremony to be Performed by: Rev. T. Fukui

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages this

16 day of July, 1973

(Signed) Agent to Grant Marriage Licenses.

District of Kauai County of Kauai